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Research on irrigation in the James River Area was conducted by the South 
Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station in cooperation with the Agricultural 
Research Service, USDA and the Bureau of Reclamation, USDI. 
SMALL GRAIN VARIETIES AND DISEASES __________________ V. A. DrnK3, Assistant 
Agronomist; J. E. GRAFIUS, Agronomist, formerly with the Ex-pcriment Sta­
tion; D. D. HAHPSTEAD, Assistant Agronomist; and A. A. CooK, Assistant 
Plant Pathologist. 
CORN VARIETY TESTS ______________________________________________ D. B. SHANK, Agronomist; 
D. E. KRATOCHVIL, Assistant Agronomist. 
FORAGE STRAIN TRIALS ____________________________________ J. G. Ross and M. W. ADAMS, 
Associate Agronomists. 
HORTICULTURAL CROPS ________________________________ S. A. McCRORY, Horticulturist; 
R. L. FOSKETT, Assistant Horticulturist; in 1951, vegetable research was 
conducted by S. CooK, Assistant Horticulturist, formerly with the Experi­
ment Station; on the potato research, A. CooK, Assistant Plant Pathologist, 
R. A. CAMPBELL, Assistant Agronomist, L. 0. FINE, Agronomist, N. A. 
DIMICK, Agricultural Engineer and L. ERIE, USDA, were cooperating. 
PASTURE TRIALS ______________________________________________ p. H. KOHLER, Assistant Animal 
Husbandman; W. \V. WoRZELLA, Agronomist; and P. JONES, Bureau of Rec­
lamation Specialist. Also L. E. JOHNSON and J. L. LEIBEL, formerly with the 
Experiment Station, and E. MONCUR, formerly with the Bureau of Reclama­
tion, assisted in the Ex'Periment. 
SOIL EXPERIMENTS __________________________________________ L. 0. FINE, Station Agronomist 
and USDA Soil Scientist; R. E. CAMPBELL, Assistant Station Agronomist and 
USDA Soil Scientist. 
WATER MANAGEMENT ________________ L. J. EmE, Irrigation Engineer, AS, USDA; 
J. L. "WIERSMA, and N. A. DIMICK, Assistant Agricultural Engineers. 
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Irrigation Research 
in the 
James River Area 
A Five- Year Progress Report Introduction 
T
HE PROSPECT OF IRRIGATION in the James River Basin has created much interest in the past f ew years. To provid e a scientific f ound ation and proceed with a minimum of costly trial and error, research on crop vari­eties, soil f ertility and management, pastures, and water management was increased in the area in 19 4 8. Experiments were cond ucted on non-inigated and irrigated land to d etermine the results and benefits und er each cond i­tion. The expand ed research work was cond ucted primarily on the Huron Development Farm and the Red ­field Development Farm. 
The James River Area The James Basin in east central South Dakota is an und ulating to nearly level glacial plain having an elevation of 130 0 to 16 0 0  f eet. Most of the soils have d eveloped in gla­cial till, the loamy rock d ebris lef t by glaciers. Localized along the James River and its tributaries are alluvial and sand and gravel d epos­its; at the northern end of the basin the soils have d eveloped in the silty and clayey deposits of extinct gla­cial Lake Dakota. The soils of the Redfield farm rep­resent some of the best ad apted soils f or irrigation in the James Basin. They are <leep, prod uctive soils of good tilth. They are not extensive in occurrence, being d eveloped only on the slightly sloping positions on the plain of glacial Lake Dakota. 
5 
The soils of the Huron farm are representative of soils d eveloped in glacial till. Although mod erately d eep and f airly prod uctive, these soils have substrata which are slow­ly permeable and usually saline, and they occur on irregular topog­raphy. The growing seasons ( April to October) were mod erately dry in 19 49 , 19 50 and 19 52. The rainf all in this period was 4 inches below aver­age in 19 49 , 1.7 below in 19 50 , and 6 .5 below average in 19 52. In ad d i­tion, the d istribution of precipita­tion which d id occur was unf avor­able. The greatest d eficits occurred in July in 19 49 , in June in 19 50 , and in May in 19 52. Over 6 4  percent of the precipitation f or the 7 -month period in 19 52 occurred in June. The years 19 51 and 19 53 had above-average rainf all: 19 51 had 0 .2 inches above-average precipita­tion f or the season; however, over 
6 So11tb Dakota Experiment Station Circular 107 4 . 5  inches fell in June and less than 1 inch in July. The 19 5 3  season had 21.2 inches for the season, or 5 .5 inches over average. September and October had no effective precipi­tation. The temperatures were 2 to 3 de­grees above average in 19 49 , about 3 degrees below in 19 5 0 ,  about 5 de­grees below in 19 5 1, and about av­erage in 19 52 and 19 5 3. The results reported from the ex­periments conducted on the Huron 
and Redfield farms will indicate what may be expected from similar crop varieties, soil management, cropping systems, and water man­agement practices on the same types of soil found in the area and under comparable climatic condi­tions. Numerous experiments are now in progress on the Develop­ment Farms. The information given in this circular represents a progress report. Further results will be pub­lished as the experiments progress. 
Crop Variety Experiments 
Sniall Grain Varieties and Diseases 
S
MALL GRAIN PRODUCTION is an important source of farm income in the James River Area at present. The possible introduction of irrigation practices into this area has made it desirable to test the feasibility of small grain production under irrigation. This has involved sampling the available varieties to determine whether those adapted to dry -land conditions would also be suited to irrigation management. Variety trials of spring wheat, These averages indicate a 24 per-1 barley and oats were planted at the cent gain in wheat for the irrigated Redfield Development Farm during plots over the non-irrigated plots. the 5 -year period, 19 49 -5 3. The 19 52 For barley, the gain is 38 percent j plots were abandoned because of and for oats, 5 4  percent. However, �neven stands and are n�t i�1cluded all yields �re quite low and higher J m the averages. The varieties used average yield levels would be de-� were not the same from year to year, sirable for successful irrigation. since efforts were made to find vari- The varieties with the best per-\ eties adapted to irrigation. Inigated formance under dry-land conditions and non-irrigated plots were grown appeured to be the best under irri-in close proximity. The irrigated gation. In spring wheat, Lee was plots received about one-third more superior on both non-irrigated and commercial fertilizer than the non- irrigated plots. In barley, the same irrigated plots to take maximum ad- was true of Montcalm and Velvon vantage of additional water. 11, a malting and a feed barley re-The average yields per year for spectively. In oats, Ajax was supe­each crop, as based on_al rieties rior in both series of tests. These re­in the test, are given in Tab e sults indicate that for wheat, at 
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Table I. Average Yields in Bushels per Acre of Small Grains at Redfield, 1949-53 
==== 
Wheat 
Non-
Irrigated Irrigated 
1949 ----------- 6.9 10.0 
1950 ············ 10.5 20.6 
1951 ............ 37.9 42.2 
1953 ············ 15.9 15.6 
Average ...... 17.8 22.1 
least, the early, adapted variety Lee, 
which probably represents a high 
level of disease resistance is the best 
present varietal choice. Apparently, 
disease resistance will be very im-
Table 2. Average Yields in Bushels per Acre of 
Small Grain Varieties on Dry Land and under 
Irrigation at Redfield, 1949-53 
Non-
Variety Irrigated Irrigated 
Spring Wheat 
Lee ···········--------------------------------· 
Rushmore ---------------- -----------------
Mida ---------·-············--·················· 
Cadet ············--------------------········· 
Rival ........................................... . 
Least significant 
Bu./A. Bu./A. 
18.4 23.2 
17.4 20.2 
17.3 21.6 
20.7 
·19.0 
difference (5 %) * .................... 2.2 4.5 
Barley 
Montcalm .................................... 29.1 43.4 
Vclvon ........................................ 28.4 41.6 
Tregal ···············-------------············ 27.0 40.8 
Odessa ·······················-------------···· ?6.7 38.2 
Fecbar .......................................... 26.6 37.2 
Pi?ins ------------------------------------------ 23.3 36.0 
Least significant 
difference (5%) * ·············-····· 5.2 6.3 
Oats 
Brunker ··················---------·--······ 30.5 
Dupree ·············--························ 39.2 61.0 
Vikota ·-···············-·--------------------- 37.9 
Clinton ···················-··················· 38.0 57 .2 
Ajax ............................................ 49.7 64.8 
Cherokee ---·-···-------················· 32.2 
James ···········-·--·-······················· 37.4 51.7 
Least significant· 
difference (5%) * ---------········ 6.6 8.4 
•Least significant difference (5%) is the minimum ac­
ceptable difference between varietal yic:lds required 
for reliability. A difference of this magnitude will be 
due to chance in only 5% of the cases. -Differences in 
yield smaller th:rn those indic:i.ted arc not st:nistically 
significant. 
Barley Oats 
Non· Non-
Irrigated Irrigated Irrigated Irrigated 
13.8 24.5 9.4 35.6 
21.7 44.5 18.9 50.8 
51.5 64.9 95.4 120.8 
24.9 20.4 26.6 25.0 
28.0 38.6 37.6 58.0 
portant in choosing a wheat variety 
for irrigation. 
In both barley and oats, the data 
indicate a relatively late maturing 
variety will have the greatest ad­
vantage. ,vith an adequate water 
supply, the higher risk involved in 
growing late maturing varieties 
may well be reduced considerably, 
and make the maturity class of 
Montcalm barley and Aj�x oats very 
acceptable. Four-year average per­
formance of some small grain vari­
eties at Redfield on non-irrigated 
and irrigated land is given in Table 
2. 
The general low level of yields 
suggests that other factors besides 
water supply may affect the produc­
tivity of small grains in Spink Coun­
ty. Paramount among these is prob­
ably high temperature, often early 
in the season, which tends to reduce 
tillering in small grain and thereby 
limits yields. These temperatures 
may be associated with the low alti­
tudes in the James River Basin, and 
may not favor profitable small grain 
production under irrigation man- J 
agement. 
The n u m e r o u s  problems en-
\ countered in growing these nurs­
eries have a bearing on the success­
ful production of small grains under 
irrigation, a n d t h  e experience 
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gained in these tests may be benefi­
cial to prospective irrigators in the 
James River Basin. They will be dis­
cussed under three categories : ( 1 ) 
agronomic characteristics ( 2 )  pro­
duction ( 3 )  plant diseases. 
( 1 )  Agronomic Characteristics. In 
1951 when very high yields of oats 
and barley were obtained, it was 
evident that most of the varieties 
widely used in South Dakota often 
lacked sufficient straw strength to 
support maximum yields. Lodging 
·
1
was very serious in 1951. Strains of 
these crops with increased standa­
bility are available, but are not 
adapted to South Dakota condi­
tions. A plant breeding program 
may be necessary to increase straw 
trength of oats and barleys suited 
to irrigation in this area. 
( 2 )  Production. Land leveled for 
irrigation needs ve1y careful man­
agement to get stands of small 
grains that will compete with the 
weeds. Early seeding is very impor­
tant for the same reason. Irrigation 
water must be applied to small 
\ grains at the right time, if any bene­
fits are to be realized in terms of in­
creased yields. This may involve ir­
rigation right after planting to bring 
l up the seedlings quickly and uni­formly, as well as irrigation at joint­
ing and heading time. Possibly a 
good fall irrigation as a fallow sub-
stitute might be a very satisfactory 
practice in small grain production. 
, ( 3 )  Plant Diseases . Plant diseases 
• 'have been more severe on the irri-
(gated plots than on the adjacent non-irrigated plots, as can be seen in 
Tables 3, 4 and 5. Pait of this may 
be due to the denser foliage on the 
irrigated crops, as well as the actual 
I 
process of irrigation itself. \Vhen the 
soil is well watered, the soil and the 
air spaces just above it become an 
ideal moist chamber. In such a situ­
ation, disease producing organisms 
may cause the most damage. 
Table 3. A Comparison of the Severity of Stem 
Rust of Wheat Grown Under Non-Irrigated and 
Irrigated Conditions, Redfield, 1 950 
Percent Stem Rust 
July 27 Aug. 10 
Non- Non-
Varicty Irrigated Irrigated Irrigated Irrigated 
Cadet ---------------- 1 2 5 15 
Lee .................... trace trace 3 10 
Mid a ----------------- 1 3 5 20 
Pilot __________________ trace 2 5 10 
Rival ----------------- 1 5 20 
Rushmore __________ trace 2 3 10 
Ns 1831 ------------ 1 trace 5 15 
Tri. x Th. 343 .. trace trace 3 10 
Tri. x Th. 630 .... trace trace 3 10 
Table 4. A Comparison of the Severity of Scab 
of Wheat Grown Under Non-Irrigated and 
Irrigated Conditions, Redfield, 1953 
Percent Scab 
Variety Non-Irrigated Irrigated 
Lee ·················-··········· 10 50 
Mida ·················-········· 10 40 
Rushmore .................... trace 30 
Thatcher ...................... trace 30 
P.W. 36 ...................... 0 20 
C.T. 186 ···········-········· 20 70 
Table 5. A Comparison of the Severity of Leaf 
Rust of Oats Grown Under Non-Irrigated and 
Irrigated Conditions, Redfield, 1953 
Percent Leaf Rust 
Variety Non-Irrigated Irrigated 
Ajax .................. 3 5 
Clinton .............. 5 30 
Vikota ................ 0 0 
Cherokee ............ 5 10 
James ................ 8 15 
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Corn Varie0J Tests 
Corn testing has been directed 
toward determining which com­
mercial hybrids are best adapted 
for the Redfield area of the James 
River Basin when grown on both ir­
rigated and non-irrigated soil. At the 
outset it was not known whether the 
same varieties would do best under 
both sets of conditions. Therefore, 
in 1949 at the beginning of the 
work, the land was divided, half of 
it to be used for irrigation and half 
for non-irrigation. 
Large leveling machinery and the 
resulting compaction of the soil ap­
parently reduced yields for several 
years. This effect was made appar­
ent by extreme nitrogen stress in 
the plants and low yields on irrigat­
ed plots. These were very noticable 
in spite of heavy applications of ma­
nure and artificial fertilizers. 
When the work was first started, 
it was not known what maturity of 
hybrids, nor what planting rate 
would be best to use, especially on 
irrigated plots. Therefore, four hy­
brids, Kingscrost KE3, DeKalb 56, 
Sokota 400, and Iowa 4316, which 
vary from early to late in inherent 
maturity, were planted on both the 
non-irrigated and the irrigated area. 
In the irrigated plots each hybrid 
was planted so as to make it possi­
ble to study yields under rates of 
10,700; 14,200; 17,800; 21,300; and 
24,900 plants per acre. In the non­
irrigated section the rates were 5,-
300; 7,100; 10,700; 14,200; and 17,-
800 plants per acre. 
Table 6. Performance of Corn Hybrids Under Irrigation, Redfield, 1950-53 
1953 Averages 2-Ycar Average 
Performance Yield Moisture Yield Moisture 
H)'brid or Variety Score* Bu./ A.t Percent Bu./ A. Percent 
Sokota 220 .............. 1 13 .88 74.2 1 1 .6 86.9 1 1 .9 
Funk's G-IA --------- 109 . 13  70.5 1 4 .0 79.4 1 4 .6 
Sokota 400 ----------- 109. 1 2  69.8 12.5 74.3 15 .2 
Sokota 270 ----------- 108.26 69.4 1 3 .5 75.6 · 15 .0  
Pioneer 377A ..... -. I 07. 12 68.1 1 3 .2 73.6 1 4.6 
S. Dak. Expel . 9 ...... 1 04.05 64.4 1 1 .9 78 . 1  1 4.2 
Sokota 224 ....... -... 1 03.22 63.5 12 .2 77.7 15 .0 
Kingscrost KS6 ______ 102 . 15 63.4 13 .9 74.0 1 4.7 
Sokota 262 - - --------- I 02. 1 1  62.9 12 .9 67.1 1 4. 1  
DeKalb 58  ___________ . .  1 00.64 6 1 .0 ·1 2.0 68.7 1 4.6 
Cargill 90N ----------- 99.39 60.1 12.8 67.4 1 3 .2 
Disco 95W .............. 96.61 57.3 1 2 .8 65.1 1 4.0 
Pfister P.A.G. 33 .... 96.36 57.0 1 2 .7 
Van Tassel V54 ...... 95.75 56 . 1  12,1  
Pioneer 382 ............ 93.54 54.2 12 .8  7 1 .4 1 4.5 
Pride PN2 1 ----------- - 90.35 5 1 .2 1 3 .3 
DeKalb 56  ----------- 86.29 46.5 12 .0 70.5 12 .9 
Kingscrost KE3 ...... 82.05 4 1 .7 1 0.9 60.7 13 . 1  
Average of  all entries 60.6 12.6 72.7 14.1 
3-Ycar Average 4-Year Average 
Yield Moisture Yield Moisture 
Bu./ A. Percent Bu./ A. Percent 
85.1 17 . 1  
77.9 22.5 80.1 27.1 
74.3 2 1 .8 80.0 25 .5 
77.6 2 1 .4 82.0 26.0 
77.9 1 9.5 
78.8 2 1 .5 79.9 24.8 
73.5 22.0 76.1 25.7 
72.0 18 .5  70.6 23.3 
59 .5 17.9 59.9 2 1 .0 
75.2 20.2 75.5 24.8 
•Varieties arc ranked on the b:i.sis of the 1953 performance score which is obtained by weighting yield 60 percent 
and moisture: at harvest 40 percent. 
tDifferences in yield of less than 16.8 bushels per acre arc not sratistically significant. 
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Table 7. Performance of Com Hybrids on Non-Irrigated Land, Redfield, 1950-53 
1953 Averages 2-Year Average! 3-Year Average 
Performance Yield Moisture Yield Moisture Yield Moisture 
Hybrid or Variety Score• Bu./A.t Percent Bu./A. Percent Bu./A. Percent 
S. Dale Exptl. 9 ·····-······· 1 08.83 
Sokota 400 ........................ •l 08.35 
Pioneer 377A .................... 1 07.97 
Kingscrost KS6 ··-···-----· 1 05 . 1 1  
Funk's G-IA ···········-····-· 1 04.42 
Pfister P.A.G. 33 .............. 1 04 .41  
Cargill 90N ·······-····-··-··· ·1 03.43 
DeKalb 58  ···· ·- ····-··--······· 1 02.24 
Sakata 262 ·················-····· 1 02.00 
Pioneer 382 ·······-··-········· 1 00 . 12  
Sakata 224  ·-··················· 98.83 
Sokota 220 ·················-····· 97.49 
Sokota 270 ...................... 97. 15 
Pride PN2 1 ...................... 95 .94 
DeKalb 56 ··-·-················· 95.00 
Disco 95W ...................... 92.59 
Kingscrost KE3 ···········-··· 89 .30 
Van Tassel V54 ................ 86.75 
Average of all entries ..... . 
68.9 
69.2 
68.4 
65.8 
65.1 
65.0 
64. 1 
62.4 
62.3 
60.4 
59 . 1  
57.8 
57.5 
56.7 
55 .2 
53 . 1  
49 . 1  
47.4 
60.4 
1 0.8 
1 2 .5 
1 1 .6 
12 .2 
12.2 
12 .0 
1 2.2 
I I . I  
1 1 .4 
1 1 .4 
1 1 .4 
1 1 .5 
1 1 .6 
12 .5 
1 1 .3 
1 2.0 
1 0 .5 
1 2 .4 
1 1 .7 
56.7 
53.0 
59.8 
55.9 
5 1 .3 
5 1 .3 
52.7 
49.8 
48.7 
4 1 .2 
52.0 
25.4 
3 1 .8 49.5 34.3 
28.0 56 . 1  30.9 
29.9 52.6 3 1 .5 
28.6 
28.3 48.3 29.3 
2 1 .8 
28.8 47.6 3 1 .5 
26.8 45 .7 28.2 
2 1 .6 38.8 22.6 
27.7 48.4 29.8 
•Varieties are ranked on the b.1sis of the 1953 performance score which is obtained by weighting yield 60 percent 
and moisture at harvest 40 percent. 
tDifferences in yield of less than 1 1 .4 bushels per :icre are not statistical!>' significant. 
tNo results were obtained on non-irrigated land in 1952. Therefore, 2-ye:i.r averages are for 1953 and 195 1 ;  3-year 
averages are for 1953, 1951,  and 1950. The 19 49 results indic ated that hybrids w hic h matured at the same time as DeK alb 56 w ere best suited f or that year on non-i rrigated land, w hile Sok ota 4 0 0  perf ormed w ell under irrigation. K ingsc rost KE 3 w as too early and I ow a  4 316 too late. I n  most years, irrigation appar-.\ ently has tened development some­w hat, allow ing the use of slightly . later hybri ds than those adapted f or non-irrigated c onditions. Variation in planting rates had no eff ec t on yield, there being no differenc es be­tw een the highest and low est rates on either irrigated or non-irrigated land. It should be noted that irrigat­ed yields averaged only 36 .3 bush­els per ac re. These low yields prob-! ably resulted not only f rom low f er­\ tility c aused by soi l c ompac tion but i also f rom inadequate irrigation. 
\j 
Sinc e  19 49, f rom 10 to 2 0  hybrids have been inc luded in yield trials eac h year. Fertili zer prac tic es gen­erally c alled f or 2 0  tons of manure and 2 0 0  pounds of 10 -2 0 -0 c ommer­ci al f ertilizer per ac re on the irrigat­ed plots, and 10 tons of manure and 10 0 pounds of 10 -2 0 -0 f ertilizer per ac re on the non-irrigated land. In­f ormation obtained w as on yi eld per ac re in bushels and on relative ma­turity at harvest as refl ec ted by moisture perc entage in the ears. The results are pres ented in Tables 6 and 7. Under irrigated c onditions a 4-year average of 7 5 .5 bushels per ac re w as produc ed, w ith the c orn having 2 4 .8 perc ent moisture at the time of harvest. Pioneer 377 A had the best 4 -year average yield, w hile of those inc luded f or three years, Sok ota 22 0 produc ed the most c orn. Sok ota 22 0, 
Irrigatio11 Research in James River A rea 11 a lthough a n  ea rly com , a lso ha d the Da kota Experimenta l 9 outy ielded highest y ields in 19 5 3  a nd f or the 2 - it slightly .  Besides Sokota 2 2 0  a nd y ea r  period 19 5 2 -5 3. On non-irriga t- Pioneer 37 7 A, other hy brids w hich ed la nd, Pioneer 37 7 A consistently perf ormed w ell a t  Redfield w ere: produced the most com , except in Sokota 2 7 0 ,  Sokota 4 0 0 ,  Sokota 2 2 4, 19 5 3  w hen Sokota 4 0 0  a nd South Funk' s  G-lA, a nd K ingscrost KS6 .  
Forage Strain rrp}1 To determine the legumes a nd sta nds. La dino clover a nd birdsf oot gra sses best a da pted to irriga tion, tref oil, sow n under t he sa me condi­va rious species a nd va rieties w ere tions, w ere una ble to become esta b­seeded in ea ch of the five y ea rs. lished. The tref oil is know n to pos­
Legumes The stra ins used w ere selected beca use of their know n differentia l rea ction to the lea f disea ses a nd ba cteria l w ilt a nd beca use of differ­ences in a gronomic a da pta tion. Four va rieties a nd six sy nthetic stra ins w ere seeded in 5 - by 2 0- f oot plots in April, 19 49 . Weed competi­tion wa s exceptiona lly severe a nd resulting sta nds of legumes w ere not very sa isfa ctory f or y ield determi­na tions. Compa ction of the soil by leveling eq uipment may ha ve con­tributed t o t h  e unsa tisfa ctory 
sess low seedling vigor a nd hence is a very poor competitor. A red clover nursery , simila rly ha ndled, survived w ith a bout a one- third sta nd on irri­ga ted plot s but fa iled on the non­irriga ted plots. Although sta nds under irrigati on w ere not sa tisfa ctory f or y ield deter­mina tions, some other observa tions w ere ma de ( Ta ble 8) . I t  a ppea rs I tha t  disea se problems, pa rticula rly stem a nd f olia r  inf ections, proba bly w ill be severe under either irriga ted or non-irriga ted conditions. No sta tement ca n be ma de w ith respect to ba cteria l w ilt. 
Table 8. Performance of Selected Varieties and Strains of Alfalfa at Redfield, Under the Indicated Conditions, 
1950, 1953 
Irrigated Non-Irrigated 
1950 1950 1953 
Ht. Ht. 
Leaf Leaf- Basal Re- Leaf Leo!- .Basal 
Spot hopper Ht. growth Stand Spot hopper Ht. Re- Stand Yellow Black- Common S tand Dry-Matter 
Varieties Dam- Dam- In., In., Note, Dam- Dam- In., growth Note, Leaf stem In- Leaf- Note,. Yield T./A. 
or Strains age• age* Sept. Oct. Oct. age* age* Sept. Jn. Oct. Oct. Blotch* fection* spot• July Cut July 
Ladak --- ----------- 4 1 1 8  I good 4 I 4 2 good 4.0 4.0 2.5 good 2.34 
Cossack ----------- 4 I 20 2 good 4 · I 5 2 fair 4.0 2.5 3.0 fair 1 .82 
Ranger ----------- 5 1 20 3 good 5 I 7 3 fair 5.0 4.0 3.0 good 2.04 
Buffalo --- --------- 5 I 22 6 poor 5 I 9 4 fair 5.0 5.0 2.0 poor 1 .80 
Wisc. Syn. A ____ 4 I 20 4 fair 4 I 5 2 good 4.5 3.0 2.5 fair 2 . 13  
Wisc. Syn. B ____ 5 I 20 2 good 5 I 7 3 good 3.0 2.0 2.0 good 2.4 1 
Wisc. Syn. C ____ 4 •I 2 1  2 good 4 I 7 3 fair 4.0 3.5 2.5 fair 2 . 15  
Wisc. Syn. D ____ 4 I 20 4 poor 4 I 7 4 good 3.5 4.0 2.0 good 2.24 
Wisc. Syn. E ____ 4 I 2 1  5 poor 4 I 6 3 good 4.0 3.5 2.0 good 1 .78 
Vernal -------------- 4 I 1 8  2 poor 4 I 5 2 good 3.0 5.0 2.0 good 2.30 
•Where I is slight infection, 5 is severe infection. 
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Table 9. Precentage Grass Stands Obtained after Seeding with Cultipacker Seeder, Redfield, 
1 949-50 
1949 1950 
Spring Planting Fall Planting Spring Planting 
Species Irrigated Non·lrrigalcd Irrigated Irrigated 
Smooth brome ...................... 25 
Ree whcatgrass ...................... trace 
Crested wheatgrass ·····-········· 0 
Tall whcatgrass .................... 0 
Pubescent wheatgrass .......... 0 
Alta fescue ···········-··············· ... . 
Russian wild rye .................... ... . 
Red fescue ···········-·······-········ ... . 
Irrigation brought about no im­portant changes in the relative per­formance of strains with respect to t h e i r  agronomic characteristics; that is, the strains which manifested fall dormancy on irrigated land were those that are known to exhib­it dormancy on dry land; and the same was true with respect to yield, forage quality, flower and seed pro­duction. 
Grasses Difficulty in obtaining stands of grasses was experienced occasional­ly because of the smothering growth of waim-season weedy grass stimu­lated by the irrigation water and also because of the presence of root rot disease organisms in the soil. The percent of stands obtained from the different species of grasses planted in 1949 and 1950 are given in Table 9. Smooth brome was found to give the best stands of any of the grasses tested. Yields of hay and seed were ob­tained from grass experiments es­tablished at Huron and Redfield. The average forage yields for Homesteader b r o m e and Ree wheatgrass at Huron in 1951 and 1952 are shown to be higher than 
48 
8 
1 5  
6 
0 
92 
80 
18  
23 
0 
35 
20 
1 5  
0 
0 
30 
those of other grasses ( Table 10 ) .  Crested wheatgrass gave a greater seed yield in 1951 than Homestead­er brome, Ree and tall wheatgrass . In Table 11, hay yields of several grasses at Redfield are shown for 1952 and 1953. Ree wheatgrass again yielded more than the other grasses, followed by Homesteade1: brome and reed canary grass. 
Table 10. Yield of Grass Hay and Seed Under 
Irrigation at Huron, 1 95 1 -52 
Seed 
Hay Yields Yield 
1951 1952 Average 1951 
T./A. 
Alta fcscue .............. O.i l 
Russian wild rye ...... 0.73 
Tal l  wheatgrass ........ 0.7 1 
Crested whcatgrass .... 0.94 
Ree wheatgrass ........ l .29 
Homesteader brome .. 1 .44 
Astoria bent ............. . 
Tall oatgrass ........... . 
Creeping red fescuc .. 
T./A. 
2.08 
1 .57 
2.30 
1 .65 
2 .0 1  
1 .88 
1 .65 
l .64 
2 . 1 6  
T./A. Lbs./A. 
1 .4 l 
l . 1 5  
1 .50 287 
1 .30 366 
l .65 2 1 7  
l .66 2 1 0  
Table 1 1 .  Yield of Grass Hay a t  Redfield 
Under Irrigation, 1 952-53 
1952 1953 Average 
T./A. T./A. T./A. 
Lancaster brome .......... 0.72 l .87 1 .29 
Homesteader brome .... 0.97 2 .01  1 .49 
Ree whcatgrass ............ 1 . 2 1  2.3 1 1 .76  
Reed canary grass ···-··· 0 . 57  2 .25  ·1 .4 1 
Orchard grass ·········-··· 0.78 1 .85 1 .3 1  
Tall oatgrass ................ 0.76 1 .97  1 .36  
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Horticultural Crops 
T
HE EFFECT of irrigation on fruit trees and vegetables was investigated at 
the Redfield Development Farm. Fruit trees did well under irrigation,Y 
but some production problems were encountered which made the planting 
not as profitable as it should be. Vegetables showed great promise at Red- f 
field under irrigation. Fruit Tree Planting 
Plant growth of the Sapa plums, 
the fruit trees which were planted, \ 
was excellent. Though no check un­
der dry-land condition was main­
tained at Redfield, comparisons ) 
with plantings at Brookings and 
other places without irrigation point 
toward the beneficial effect of irri­
gation on fruit trees. 
Insect and fungus diseases, which · 
[
have been serious in other locations, 
did not present a problem at Red­
field. ·winter injury, frost and wind 
amage, and rodents proved to be a 
serious handicap to production. 
Most of these hazards can be 
checked, though it was not possible 
to do so within the period of the 
test. If these hazards are brought 
under control, the future of fruit 
trees in this area looks bright. 
The winter injury that occurred 
has now been associated with a vi­
rus disease infection, and it appears 
that the stock carried the virus dis­
ease when planted. Most of what is 
known about this disease has been 
learned since the planting was 
made, and it is believed that it can 
be checked in the future. 
It was not possible to provide the 
planting with a shelterbelt in the 
five years the plums were grown. 
The wind and frost damage that 
occurred clearly indicate the neces-
sity for a shelterbelt in order to 1 \ 
grow fruit trees successfully in this 
area. Vegetables 
The yields of vegetables grown 
under irrigation at Redfield indi­
cate that they have excellent com­
mercial possibilities. In 1951 a mun­
ber of vegetable crops were plant­
ed. Table 12 gives the yield data. 
It should be noted that when the 
yield data were gathered weather 
conditions were favorable for vege­
tables. However, with adequate soil 
preparation and care, high yields 
could be expected on commercial 
acreages even under less favorable 
weather conditions. Furthermore, 
additional information on fertilizer 
requirements, varieties, and wind 
protection might result in even 
greater yields for some of these 
crops. Large acreages of the more 
perishable vegetables do not seem 
advisable unless processing plants 
are built in the area, but there are a 
number of vegetables that can be 
Table 12. Yields Obtained from Various Vege­
table Crops Grown at Redfield in 1951  
Crop Variety Yield 
T./A. 
Broccoli .......... Jtalian Green Sprouting.. 3 .86 
Cabbage .......... Golclen Acre ·····-··········· 23 .06 
Cauliflower.. ... Snowball ·······-··············· 9.06 
Cucumbers ...... Marketer .............. . ......... 1 6.63 
Lettuce ............ Grcat Lakes .................... 2 1 .78* 
Peas ................. Litt lc Marvel ·····-··········· 5 .40 
Tomatoes Sioux 1 7  .96 
•Average weight of heads, 2 lbs. 
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Table 13. Squash Yields as Affected by Wind 
Protection from Snow Fence, Redfield, 1953 
Average Weight of 
Fruit per Hill, Lbs. 
Fourth row north of fence ____________ 5.75 
Third row north of fence ______________ 8.60 
Second row north of fence ____________ 12. 1 6  
First row north of fence ---------------- 15 .50 
First row sou th of fence ------------------ 1 1 .16 
Second row south of fence -------------- · 9.20 
Third row south of fence ________________ 6.80 
Fourth row south of fence -------------- 4.00 
grown on an extensive scale without a serious marketing problem. In 1953, work was begun on wind damage. A snow fence was erected from east to west in a field of butter­nut squash. The squash was planted on June 4 and the snow fence was erected on July 7. Yields shown in Table 13 indicate the beneficial ef­fects of wind protection. 
Potatoes. Various phases of the potato research were conducted by the Agronomy, Agricultural Engi­neering, Horticulture and Plant Pathology departments and the USDA. Nineteen varieties of potatoes were planted at Redfield in 1953. These varieties, a number of which have been recently named and re­leased by the various Experiment Stations for scab resistance, quality, and type, were compared with a number of standard varieties when) grown under irrigated and non-irri­gated conditions. The purpose of these experiments l was to determine whether scab and other diseases might become more damaging to potatoes when grown · under the above conditions. 
Table 1 4. Average Yields of Nineteen Potato Varieties Grown Under Irrigated and 
Non-Irrigated Conditions at Red.field, 1953 
Rank in Yield Average Yieldt 
Non- Non-
Variety Irrigated Irrigated Irrigated Irrigated 
Bu./A. 
Kennebec -------------------- 3 07 .1 
Cherokee --------------------- 285.8 
Irish Cobbler ---------------- 282.2 
LaSoda ________________________ 279 .9 
Sebago ----------------------- 267.4 
Columbia Russet ________ 260.3 
Chippewa ____________________ 246.0 
Keswick ---------------------- 234.7 
Canso -------------------------- 230.1 
Early Ohio ----------------- 226.4 
Katahdin ______________________ 222.2 
Red Pontiac ---------------- 2 14  .5 
Russet Sebago -------------- 211 .0 
Yampa ------------------------ 1 9 1 .8 
Waseca ----------------------- 1 89.4 
Bliss Triumph ____________ 1 40.0 
Osage ---------------------------- 1 14. 7 
White Cloud -------------- 1 08.1 
Stark's Red --------------- 94.9 
Average ----------------------- 216.1 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
1 0  
1 1  
1 2  
13 
14  
15 
16 
·17 
1 8  
1 9  
2 
1 0  
8 
1 
5 
4 
3 
1 4  
7 
6 
9 
12  
13  
I I  
15 
16 
1 8  
19  
1 7  
Bu./A. 
423.l 
330.9 
344.6 
445.3 
359.5 
391 .0 
406.6 
277.3 
347.5 
358.0 
338.9 
3 1 4. 1  
30 1 .5 
3 1 8.1 
243.7 
236.4 
203.5 
122.0 
208.4 _;.;;:.%(7,l,,t, -314.2 , '\J 
•Least significant difference (5%) means that only 5 times out of 100 the effect observed would be due to chance and 
not to variety. Differences in yield of less than 73.6 bushels for non-irrigated conditions arc not statistically 
significant. 
tDifkrcnccs in yield of kss than 152.3 bushels for irrigated conditions arc not statistically significant. 
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180- 5 0 - 0 I 
Fig. 1. Potato yields in fertilizer experiment, Redfield, 1953 
In the fall when these plots were 
harvested it was found that there 
was a light infection of scab under 
both irrigated and non-irrigated 
\ conditions. The low intensity of 
I scab was probably due to the fact that potatoes had not been grown 
on that particular ground for many 
years. However, the repeated crop­
ping with potatoes in a rotation 
might well increase scab and cer­
tain other diseases. Scab is frequent­
ly a cause for serious grade-out in 
South Dakota when U. S. grade 
standards are to be met. 
Further, it would appear that 
ringrot would be a disease that 
would be highly favored by con­
ditions of irrigation. Therefore ex­
perimental data are needed to de­
termine the influence of irrigation 
farming on the development and 
spread of the major potato diseases. 
The principal results obt:;iined 
from these experiments in 1953 
were the comparative yielding abil-
ity of the new scab resistant varie-;1 
ties with a number of popular va�� 
rieties. The results are presented 
in Table 14. 
Figure 1 shows the results of a 
fertilizer and rotation program con­
ducted by the Agronomy Depart­
ment. The greatest increases in 
yield were obtained from increased 
nitrogen applications. It should be 
noted that the yields listed are the 
average of yields from five varieties. 
Actually, responses to the various 
treatments were not the same for all 
varieties, although a similar trend 
was noted for all. Bliss Triumph 
showed the greatest variation. It 
had higher yields on the plots which 
were given 120 pounds of nitrogen, 
and either 25 or 50 pounds of phos­
phorus ( P�O" ) than on plots that 
had received 180 pounds of nitro­
gen and 50 pounds of phosphorus. 
The degree of response to fertili­
zers was also found to vary with the 
variety. Kennebec yielded 2 0 9 
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bushels per acre with no fertilizer 
but yielded 472 bushels per acre 
with 180 pounds of nitrogen and 50 
pounds of phosphorus. Nitrogen de­
ficiency appeared to be greater in 
places where the land was packed 
by a leveler. 
In these trials, LaSoda and Ken­
nebec have been found to be the 
highest yielding potato varieties. 
Pasture Trials 
D
URING the 5-year period ( 1948-52 ) ,  seven different pastures at the Hu­
ron Development Farm were grazed by livestock. These pastures in­
cluded native grass, grass mixtures and legume - grass mixtures grown 
under irrigated and non-irrigated conditions. The native grass was made 
up largely of western wheatgrass and blue grama with about 10 percent 
little blue stem, feather bunchgrass and weeds. The tame pastures includ­
ed such grasses and legumes as bromegrass, Ree wheatgrass, orchard grass, 
Kentucky bluegrass, meadow fes­
cue, tall fescue, alfalfa, Ladino clo­
ver, birdsfoot trefoil, alsike clover 
and Dutch white clover. Of these 
species, orchard grass, Ladino clo­
ver and birdsfoot trefoil were found 
to be non-winterhardy. 
All of the tame pastures were fer­
tilized to maintain and increase pro­
ductivity. From 100 to 250 pounds 
of ammonium nitrate ,;vere used 
each year on the grass pastures, 
whereas 100 to 250 pounds of treble­
superphosphate were used on the 
legume-grass mixtures. On one of 
the native pastures 100 pounds of 
ammonium nitrate per year were 
applied. 
High - grade, yearling, Hereford 
steers and heifers were used. They 
had been wintered to gain about 
1 pound per head daily, and were in 
good, thrifty condition when placed 
on the pastures each spring. Ran­
dom selection within sexes was us­
ed in making up the lots assigned to 
each pasture. Single - day weights 
were used in starting and complet­
ing the experiment and weights 
were obtained at 28- to 34-day in-
. tervals ( the majority of intervals 
were 28 days in length ) during the 
trials to determine if seasonal clif­
f erences in gain occurred. 
The pastures were not of equal 
size, but they were sufficiently large 
to provide an adequate measure of 
yielding ability. Each irrigated pas­
ture was divided into two or three 
parts. In this way rotational grazing 
could be practiced in order to per­
mit watering and plant recovery. 
The cattle were allowed to graze for 
10 to 14 days, depending upon the 
vegetative growth, and were then 
moved to the other part of the pas­
ture. After the cattle were shifted, 
the pasture was irrigated and given 
an opportunity to recover in growth 
before being put to use again. 
Throughout the grazing period 
an attempt was made to maintain 
vegetative growth of 3 to 7 inches in 
height on all tame pastures. The 
cattle were not placed on pastures 
until there was at least 6 inches of 
vegetative growtl1, and the number 
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Table 1;. Hay Yields on Pastures at Huron Development Farm, 1948-;2 
Non-Irrigated 
Native ---------------------------------------
Native + nitrogen ------------------
Alfalfa-brome ----------------------------
Irrigated 
Grass mixture + nitrogen ------
Alfa!fa-brome ---------------------------
Alfa!fa-Ree-brome --------------------
Grass-legume-mixn,res --------------
of cattle was increased an<l decreas­
ed according to the utilization of_ the 
pasture. If it appeared that they 
were not utilizing all the pasture, 
more cattle were added. If the rate 
of utilization was too rapid, the cat­
tle numbers were reduced in order 
to have the pasture last the desired 
length of the grazing period. 
The cattle had access to salt at all 
times while on pastures, but got no 
supplemental feed of any kind. 
At the beginning of the experi­
ment, cattle placed on pastures with 
legumes in the mixture, were fed a 
dry hay for the first few days as a 
precaution against bloat. They were 
started on the pastures the latter 
part of May and removed in Sep­
tember. 
Hay yields, rep01ted in Table 15, 
1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 
T./A. T./A. T./A. T./A. T./A. 
· l .22 0.55 0.47 1.26 0.28 
------ O.i2 0.56 1.84 0.58 
------ 1.36 2.64 2.00 
3.62 2.75 2.66 
4.60 3 .09 2.88 
3.80 3.40 
3.70 
varied greatly because of season, 
fertilizer and kind of forage. Native, 
unfertilized grass yieldel from 0.28 
tons to 1 .26 tons per acre, whereas 
fertilized grass yielded from 0.56 
tons to 1 .84 tons per acre. The alfal­
fa-brome mixture on non-irrigated 
land produced from 1 .36 to 2.64 
tons of hay and the same mixture on 
irrigated land yielded from 2.88 to 
4.6 tons per year. The hay yields on 
the alfalfa-Ree-brome pasture were 
3.4 and 3.8 tons per acre. 
The pounds of beef per acre ob­
tained on the seven pastures are 
shown in Table 16. It will be noted 
that from 71 to 115 pounds of beef 
per acre were produced from the 
untreated native pasture. \Vhen 100 
pounds ammonium nitrate were ap­
plied each year to similar pastures, 
Table 16. Pounds of Beef Produced Per Acre, Huron Development Farm, 1948-;0 
1948 
Lbs./A. 
Non-Irrigated 
Native ····-···-········-··-··············· 99.3 
Native + nitrogen -··············· 
Alfalfa-brome ....................... . 
Irrigated 
Grass mixture + nitrogen .... 3 1 0.5 
Alfalfa-brome ....................... . 
Alfalfa-Ree-brome ·--·····-···-····- __ .... . 
Grass-legume mixtures .......... . ...... . 
1949 
Lbs./A. 
90.2 
94.3 
353.0 
400.4 
1950 1951 1952 
Lbs./A. Lbs./A. Lbs./A. 
98.5 1 15  7 1  
9 1 .8 134 74 
264.4 402 222 
376.8 
354.4 375 
429 404* 
239t 4761 
•One animal died. Regarding this as a loss to the pasture, the gain would be 354 pounds per acre. 
tThc gains of the animals that died of bloat were credited to the pounds of beef produced. If the weight of the dead 
animals is regarded as a loss, then the gains arc 1 1  pounds for 1951 and 305 pounds per acre in 1952. 
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Table 1 7. Number of Acres Required Per Animal for 4-Months Grazing Season, Huron, 1948-52 
1948 
Non-Irrigated 
Acres per Animal 
1949 1950 1951 1952 
Native -------------------------------------- 2.20 2.60 2.60 ·1.87 2.85 
2.62 2.62 l .60 2.83 
0.70 0.80 0.99 
Native + nitrogen ----------------- _____ _ 
Alfalfa-brome ---------------------------- _____ _ 
Irrigated 
Grass mixture + nitrogen ______ 0.64 0.71 0.57 
Alfalfa-brome -----------------------···­
Alfalfa-Ree-brome ------·-···-·--··-·· 
Grass-legume mixtures ---------·----
the beef gains per acre va ried f rom 7 4  to 134 pounds. Non-irrigated, al­f alf a-brome · pastures yielded f rom 2 2 2  to 4 0 2  pounds of beef f or the years stud ied. I rrigated p astures of alalf a-brome mixture yielded f rom 35 4 . 4  to 4 0 0 . 4  pounds of beef per acre. I t  should be pointed out that the stand of this mixture w as be­coming thinner in 19 5 1  and no doubt affected the yield. The irri­gated grass mixture w hich received f rom 2 0 0  to 2 5 0  pound s of ammon­ium nitrate annually produced f rom 310 .5 to 376 .8 pounds of beef per acre. The irrigated alf alf a -Ree­brome pasture produced 4 29 and 4 0 4  pound s of beef in 19 5 1  and 19 5 2 .  The grass-legume mixture, original­ly consisting of Ladino clover, alf al­f a, bromegrass and orchard grass, produced 2 39 and 4 76 pounds of beef per acre. Bloat occurred on this pasture both years and the gains made by the animals that died of bloat w ere credited to the beef pro­duced . Table 17 gives the number of acres req uired per animal f or a 4-month grazing season. On the w est­ern w heatgrass pastures f rom 1.87 to 2 . 85 acres w ere needed, w hereas f rom 1.6 0 to 2 . 83 acres w ere req uir-
0.55 0.60 0.56 
0.52 0.55 
0.5 1 0.48 
ed on the f ertilized native pastures. From 0 .7 0  to 0 .99 acres per animal w ere needed on non-irrigated alf al­f a-brome pastures, and 0 . 5 5  to 0 .6 0  f or similar irrigated pastures. On the other irrigated grass-legume mix­tures the acres req uired varied f rom 0 . 4 8  to 0 .7 1  acres. The 5 -year summary in Table 18 reveals that the native pastures in the Huron area averaged 96 pounds of beef per acre. The improved grass-legume pasture on dry land averaged 296 pounds of beef per acre, but about one-sixth o f  the area of this pasture appeared t o  receive additional moisture because of seepage f rom the irrigated plots. The average of all irrigated grass­legume pastures w as 37 2 pounds of beef per acre. I n  two of the five years, bloat occurred on some of the irrigated pastures, and the gains by the animals that died of bloat are cred ited to the beef produ ced . 
Table 18. Summary of Pasture Trials on Non­
Irrigated and Irrigated Land, Huron, 1948-52 
Acres 
Kind of Pastures 
Hay Yields Beef per Animal 
T./ A. Lbs./ A. for 4 Months 
Non-Irrigated 
Native ---------·-------· 0.8 
Alfalfa-brome ---··- 2.0 
Irrigated 
Grass-legume --·--· 3.4 
96 
296 
372 
2.42 
0.83 
0.56 
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Soil Experiments 
Rotation Experiments 
T
o DETERMINE the crop rotations b est su ited to irrigated farming in the James Riv er Basin and to compare crop performance on irrigated and non-irrigated land u nder similar conditions, fou r rotation exp eriments w ere b egu n in 1949 on the Redfield farm. These experiments had as one ob jectiv e the determination of fertilizer needs of v ariou s crops grow n in the rotations. The fou r rotation stu dies w ere a 2 - year corn - w heat and a 4 - year corn-w heat-alfalfa-alfalfa sequ ence, b oth on irrigated and on non-irri­gated land._ I n  each rotation, the land w as div ided u p  into b locks for the different crops, and the crop blocks w ere, in tu rn, div ided into smaller plots for the fertil izer treat­ments. There w ere six b asic fertili­zer treatments for each rotation. Each complete rotation, w ith its crop b locks and fertilizer plots, w as repeated tw ice for increased accu r­acy. Corn Yields I n  the fiv e years that these experi­ments hav e b een operated, crop performance has chan ged remark­ab ly on the different rotations. There has b een a genera l u pw ard trend in crop yields, ev en on u nfer­tilized plots of the non-le gu me ro­tations. This may b e  partly attribu t­ed to the fact that all crop residu es w ere retu rned to the soil, a nd to the general improv ement in the physi­cal condition of the soil. The corn yields ov er the 5 -year period, w ith and w ithout nitrogen fertilizer, on the 2-year and 4 -year rotations, irrigated and non- irrigat­ed, are presented in Fig. 2. Neither phosphoru s nor potassiu m has in-
Hu enced corn yields, so only nitro­gen effects are show n. The effects show n are those w hich resu lted from a minimu m application of 6 0  pou nds of nitrogen on the irrigated plots and 30 pou nds on non-irrigat­ed plots. The major conclu sions and obser­v ations w hich may b e  draw n from these experiments for the conditions \ encou ntered in the years 1949 to . 19 5 3  are as follow s: 1. Corn yields w ere essentially dou bled by irrigation. 2. To date, yields of irrigated com hav e  b een essentially the same if adequ ate nitrogen is su pplied, w hether grow n in an alfalfa rota­tion or in a simple com -w heat ro­tation. 3. Alfalfa in the rotation bu ilds u p  soil produ ctiv ity almost as fast as commercial nitrogen fertilizer. Only in three of the fiv e years has com­mercial nitrogen increased corn yields in the alfalfa rotation. I n  the non-irrigated plots, there has been practically no adv antage in the us e  of nitrogen fer tilizer on corn follow­ing alfalfa. 4 .  The differences in yield be­tw een the control plots and nitro­gen plots in the non- legu me rota-'\ tions, irrigated and non-irrigated, 
20 Soutb Dakota Experiment Station Circular 107 are increasing with time. 5. Corn crop f ailures may occur on non- irrigated land in some years, as in 19 52, when the alf alfa is al-
lowed to grow well into the spring and deplete the soil moisture to the point where corn will not germin­ate. T here was no spring rain to ger-
Fig. 2. Corn yields with and without nitrogen fertilizer on the 2-year and 
4-year rotations, irrigated and non-irrigated, Redfield, 1949 to '53 
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Table 19. The Effects of Irrigation, Rotation and Nitrogen Fertilizer on 
Wheat Yields, Redfield, 1949-53 
Irrigated Rotations Non·lrrigated Rotations 
4·Year 2-Year % Increase 4-Year 2-Year % Increase 
Treatment C-W-A-A* C-W for Alfalfa C-W·A·A C-W for Alfalfa 
Bu./A. 
None ............................................ 22.4 
Nitrogent .................................... 33.9 
Percent increase for fertilizer .... 51.3 
1tCorn, whc:n, alfalfa, alfalfa. 
Bu./A. 
20.1 
32.8 
63.1 
% 
11.4 
3.3 
Bu./A. 
20.4 
25.6 
25.5 
Bu./A. 
1 4.9 
22.6 
51.6 
% 
36.9 
13.3 
tNitrogen rates arc 30 pounds per acre and 60 pounds per acre on non-irrigated and irrigated plots, respectively. 
minate corn in this case until late 
June, resulting in a corn failure in 
the non-irrigated alfalfa rotation. Wheat Yields 
The effects of irrigation, rotations, 
and nitrogen fertilizers on spring 
wheat yields are presented in Table 
19. Here again, nitrogen was the 
only fertilizer element having a con­
sistent significant effect on wheat 
yields. 
The major observations which 
can be made on the basis of results 
so far as concerns wheat yields are : 
1. Nitrogen fertilizer has had 
more effect on yields than rotation 
or irrigation. However, the effect of 
nitrogen is greater within the irri­
gated rotations than in the non-irri-
ated rotations. 
2. As would be expected, nitrogen 
has increased wheat yields more in 
the non-legume rotations, both ir­
rigated and non-irrigated, than in 
the legume rotations. 
3. Percentage and actual bushel 
yield increases from nitrogen have 
been greater in the irrigated than in 
the non-irrigated rotations. 
4. Response to irrigation alone 
anged from 10 percent for the un­
ertilized wheat in an alfalfa rota­
tion to 45 percent in the 2-year, 
fertilized comparison. 
5. Contrary to the results with 
corn, alfalfa in the rotation two 
years out of four has not induced the 
degree of productivity in wheat that 
nitrogen fertilizer has produced. 
This disparity is greater in the irri­
gated rotations than in non-irrigat­
ed. The reason for this may lie in 
the fact that corn followed alfalfa 
and wheat followed corn, which 
gave the corn crop the opportunity 
to utilize a major part of the nitro­
gen stored by the alfalfa. 
6. In a detailed inspection of the 
data, it was observed that in three 
of the five years of this study, well 
fertilized non-irrigated plots out 
yielded the irrigated plots with no 
fertilizer nitrogen. Thus, in this per- 1 
iod, fertility limited production I 
more often than did moisture. 
Alfalfa Yields 
The yields of alfalfa hay harvest­
ed in the four years, 1950 to 1953, 
are shown in Table 20. 
The effect of irrigation has been 
to increase alfalfa yields approxi- j 
mately 2.25 tons per acre per year, \ 
or about 81 percent. There has 
been no significant effect from the 
use of phosphate fertilizer on hay 
yields on this soil. 
22 Soutb Dakota Experiment Station Cirrnlar 107 Table 20. Alfalfa Hay Produced on Phosphate Fertilized and on Control Plots in Irrigated and Non-Irrigated Rotations at Redfield, 1950-53* 
Irrigated Non-Irrigated 
Year Phosphate No Phosphate Phosphate No Phosphate 
T./A. 1 950 ------------ 4.94 1 95 1 ------ - ---- 4. 79 1 952 ---·-·------ 5 .09 1953 ------------ 5 .40 Average --·- - - 5 .05 
T./A. 4.66 4.55 5 .09 5 .40 4.92 
T./A. 2 .04 2.40 2 . 1 6  4.25 2.71 
T./A. 2.04 2 .59 2 . 1 6  4.25 2.76 
•IS percent moisture basis. 
Corn Fertilization and Management Because of the economic impor­tance of corn and the probable in­creased emphasis under irrigation, major attention has been given ex­periments concerned with the cul­ture of this crop. These experiments have ranged in nature from simple nitrogen fertility trials to extensive experiments combining methods of planting, rate of planting, fertility and moisture. F o r  satisfactory performance, corn must have adequate fertility available in the root zone at all times during the growing season. A 100-bushel crop of corn absorbs from the soil at least 155 pounds of Table 21 .  Yields of Irrigated Corn in a Corn­Wheat and a Wheat-Alfalfa-Alfalfa-Corn Rota­tion with Various Fertilizer Treatments, Red-field, (Averages for 1950--1953) 
Fertilizer 
Treatment* 
Corn-Wheat Alf.-Alf.-
Rotation Corn-Wheat 
Bu./A. Bu./A. 0- 0-0 65.3 96 . 1  0-100-0 ----------- 7 4 . 1  96.4 40-1 00-0 ------------ 82.8 60-1 00-0 -------·---- 1 0 1 .4 80-1 00-0 ---------·-- 99.8 1 00-1 00-0 ------------ 1 00.0 1 02.5 1 40-1 00-0 ------------ 1 03 .0 1 60 - 1 00-0 ------------ ________ ·IO 1 . 8  1 80-1 00-0 ____________ I O  1 .9 
•Figures indicate pounds of nitrogen, phosphoric acid 
and potassium oxide, respectively, applied per acre. 
nitrogen, 30 pounds of phosphorus and 115 pounds of potash per acre. This requires that at least double these amounts be available in the soil. In most South Dakota soils there is adequate phosphorus and potassium, so most of the work has been concerned with nitrogen; how­ever, phosphorus and potassium have been variables in some experi­ments. Legumes Supply the Nitrogen to Corn An exploratory experiment at t}1c Huron farm in 1950 showed that extra nitrogen in the form of com­mercial fertilizer was of little value when the corn was grown on land which had grown alfalfa in the years just preceding. Nitrogen applica­tions of 0, 80, 160, and 240 pounds per acre resulted in yields of 87, 78, 89, and 88 bushels of corn per acre, respectively. In this case the alfalfa was plowed the fall preced­ing the corn crop. Experiments at Redfield with corn following alfalfa showed mod­erate nitrogen response in 1950, slight response in 1952 and no re­sponse in 1951 and 1953. It appears 
Irrigation Researcb in James River Area 23 that corn grown on land which has had a legume f or at least two pre­ceding years req uired no f ertilizer nitrogen und er cond itions similar to those of 19 5 0  to 19 5 3. The data in Table 21 present some of the results of f ertilizer ex­periments conducted f rom 19 49 to 19 5 3  under conditions where there was no legume in the rotation and where two years of alf alf a preceded the corn . These d ata illustrate the effective­ness of alf alf a in supplying the ni­trogen needs of the corn crop, inas­much as only a 5 -bushel yield in­crease was obtained by ad ding ni­trogen f ertilizer f or corn f ollowing alf alf a. The response of com to ni­trogen seems to reach its optimum at about 80 pounds per acre in the non-legume rotation, as o nly 2 or 3 bushels more are obtained by f ur­ther increments. The beneficial eff ect of alf alf a in the rotation has increased with time. Corn yields have shown a steadily increasing advantage in the alf alf a rotation as compared to the non-legume rotation. Yields thus derived are at this time apparently about eq ual to the eff ect of 80 pounds of nitrogen applied as com­mercial f ertilizer. 
Methods of Planting, Plant Populations, and Irrigation of Corn Experiments were cond ucted at Redfield in 19 5 0  and in 19 5 1  to de­termine the cond itions of plant pop­ulation, or stand , and row width, combined with f ertility, which are req uired f or maximum yield s of corn. The work in 19 5 0  showed that 30 -inch rows could slightly exceed 36 -inch rows in yield at very high plant populations, but the practical difficulties of hand ling 30 -inch rows of corn make the use of this row spacing of doubtf ul value. An ex­periment comparing d rill and hill planting, each at two plant popu­lation, 14 , 5 2 0  and 19 , 36 0  per acre, was conducted at Redfield in 19 5 1. In ad dition, each method-popula­tion combination was planted at three levels of soil nitrogen, 0, 5 0  and 10 0 pounds of nitrogen ad ded per acre. This resulted in 12 method­population - f ertility combinations, each of which was repeated f our times. The eff ect of these practices on yields of hybrid com ( Sokota 2 7 0 )  are presented in Table 2 2. The data in the table indicate that the f ertility status of the soil and the plant population are the most important f actors in com pro­duction, and method of planting 
Table 22. Yield of Corn at Three Levels of Soil Nitrogen as Influenced by 
Method and Rates of Planting, Redfield, 1951 
Nitrogen 
Added to Planting Method and Number of Plants .:.._pe_r�
Ac�re ___ _ 
Soil Lbs. Drill , 14,;20 Drill :19,360 Hill :H,;20 Hill : 19,360 
Bu./A. 
0 65.6 
so ............ 82.5 
J OO ----------- 86.4 
Average ... __ 78.2 
Bu./A. 
60.6 
91.1 
92.3 
81.3 
Bu./A. 
65.3 
81.1 
87.8 
78.1 
Bu./A. 
58.8 
83.9 
89.7 
77.5 
Average 
Bu./A. 
62.6 
84.5 
89.0 
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Left, irrigation in tasseling stage, none 
thereafter; right, irrigation in milk and 
denting stages only least important. A population of about 19,000 plants per acre is at­tained by spacing plants 9 inches apart in drilled 36-inch rows or by 
planting 4 to the hill in hill-planted 36-inch rows. It is essential that plant population of at least that many plants be combined with ade­quate soil fertility in order to attain satisfactory yields. Analysis of the data on average ear weights showed that the yield increases were due mainly to larger ears at the higher nitrogen levels, and only slightly to increases in number of ears. In regards to timing of irrigation 
I 
for corn, the primary principle learned to date is the need for ade­quate moisture in the tasseling ' through pollinating stage of growth. This is the critical period in the life of the corn plant. 
Sugar Beet Managenient Sugar beets have been grown to some extent for the last four years on the Redfield farm and have prov­ed to be quite a satisfactory crop for that area. An experiment was set up in 1952 on the Redfield farm with various nitrogen, phosphorus and soil mois­ture levels, to study tl1eir effect upon sugar beet phsyiology and growth. The treatments applied in the experiment are shown in Table 23, along with the corresponding yields produced. The fertilizer was applied in bands 2 inches to the side and 1 inch below the seed at plant­ing time. By maintaining the soil moisture supply at a high level, it was possi­ble to produce a yield of 21.2 tons of beets per acre as compared to 18.4 tons produced on plots where 
moisture s u p p 1 y was limited. Through the use of nitrogen fertili­zer, yields were increased from 17 to 21.8 tons per acre. Nitrogen in­creased yields on plots at both high and low moisture levels. Phosphorus application however, depressed yields slightly ( 1 ton per acre ) on 
Table 23. Sugar Beet Yields Produced at Two 
Moisture Levels as Influenced by Nitrogen and 
Phosphorus Fertilizer Banded at Seeding Time, 
Redfield, 1952 
Beet Yields 
Nitrogen 
Fertilizer 
Phosphorus Low High 
FertiJizer Moisture Moisture 
Lbs./A. Lbs./A. 
0 ------------- 0 
0 ----------- 40 
40 ------------ 0 
40 ------------ 40 
80 ------------- 0 
80 ------------- 40 
120 ------------ 0 
120 ----------- 40 
Average · ________ _ 
T./A. 
1 4.3 
15.8 
18. 1  
1 8 .3 
21.0 
18.5 
22.6 
19. 1  
18.4 
T./A. 
17.4 
21.0 
20.3 
20.8 
21.0 
23.4 
2 1 .8 
23.7 
21.2 
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plots having insufficient moisture, 
but, conversely, increased yields 
over 2 tons per acre on plots having 
sufficient moisture. 
At any specific nitrogen level with 
high moisture, phosphorus increas­
ed the yield. Thus it appears that at 
high moisture levels, phosphorus, as 
well as nitrogen, is a real limiting 
factor. To obtain maximum yields 
then, all three factors : nitrogen, 
phosphorus and moisture must be 
readily available to the plant in 
proper balance. 
An additional effect of nitrogen 
was to cause more luxuriant top 
growth. It also slightly increased 
sugar content of the beets at the 
low moisture level. The sugar con­
tent and purity in this experiment 
were unusually high, according to 
the analysis made by the Utah-Ida­
ho Sugar Company, Belle Fourche, 
South Dakota. The average sugar 
content for the experiment was 18.5 
percent with a purity of 86.3 per­
cent. 
Another effect of nitrogen appli­
cation was an increase in the effi­
ciency of the utilization of fertilizer 
phosphate by the beet plant. This 
efficiency was increased approxi­
rnatel)' 100 percent by the band ap­
plication of 80 pounds of nitrogen 
per acre with the phosphate. 
Effect of Fertilizer on 
Grass Seed and Hay Production 
Experiments concerned with the 
seed and hay produced by various 
grasses were conducted at both the 
Huron and Redfield Development 
Farms. In both places only some of 
the more common grasses have 
been studied. Seed Production 
As in non-irrigated farming, the 
chief limiting factor in seed produc­
tion of grasses under irrigation is 
usually available soil nitrogen. With 
this in mind, seedings of nine 
grasses were made at the Huron De­
velopment Farm in 1950. In 1951 
and 1952 each of these grasses was 
treated with nitrogen fertilizer at 
the rates of 40, 80 and 160 pounds 
of actual nitrogen. This corresponds 
to applications of 120, 240 and 480 
pounds of 33-0-0 per acre. These 
treatments were replicated four 
times on each grass, along with con­
trol plots in each set. Seed yields 
were determined on four of these 
grasses in 1951 and the results are 
presented in Table 24. 
All four grasses responded mark­
edly to nitrogen additions up to 80 
pounds per acre; crested wheat 
grass gave a fmther increase at 160 
pounds of nitrogen, whereas the 
other three species showed a sharp 
decrease. The reason seemed to be 
that the other three grasses were 
sod-forming types and became too 
Table 24. Seed Yields of Grasses Grown Under 
Irrigation at Four Levels of Nitrogen, Huron, 
1951 
Nitrogen Ree Tall Crested 
Added Brome \Vheat \Vheat \Vheat 
Lbs./A. Lbs./A. Lbs./A. Lbs./A. Lbs./A. 
0 ------------ 9 1  106 148 93 
40 ------------ 252 242 296 405 
80 ------ - ---- 29 1 326 372 433 
1 60 ------------ 204 1 93 33 1 532 
26 Soutb Dakota Experiment Station Circular 107 d ense in gr ow th and entir ely too v egetativ e  in c har ac ter at the 16 0 pound nitr ogen lev el, w her eas cr ested w heatgr ass d id not r espond in this manner . 
Hay Yields Ex per iments w hic h inc lud ed six gr asses in 19 5 1  and nine in 19 5 2  w er e  c ond uc ted at the H ur on De­v elopment Far m. One cr op of hay w as c ut in 19 5 1  and tw o w er e  c ut in 19 5 2 .  The y ield r esults ar e pr e­sented in Table 2 5 .  A similar ex per iment w as c on­d uc ted at the R ed field far m on six gr asses d ur ing the y ear s 19 5 2  to 19 5 3. One d iffer enc e w as that in­stead of the 16 0 -pound nitr ogen ap­plic ation, alf alf a w as sow n w ith the gr ass. The y ield r esults of this ex ­per iment for the tw o y ear s ar e show n in Table 26. The d ata for both Hur on and R ed­field illustr ate the pr ogr essiv e  in­cr ease in hay y ield s w ith incr easing 
nitr ogen applic ations. For ev ery gr ass at R ed field, y ield s w er e  in­cr eased appr ox imately 10 0 perc ent by the fir st 4 0 -pound incr ement of nitr ogen. The r esults at Hur on w er e  slightly less str iking, but nev er the­less impr essiv e. Alfalfa sow n w ith the gr ass c aused appr ox imately the same y ield incr eases of for age as those obtained by the 80 -pound ap­plic ation of nitr ogen. Thus, if the for age is to be used for hay only and not gr azed, it is ec onomic al to seed alfalf a w ith the gr ass. How ev er, if the bloat pr oblem has to be c onsid ­er ed w hen gr azing the for age, the r isk that occ ur s  w ith alfalf a makes the use o f  c ommerc ial nitr ogen an attr ac tiv e altern ativ e. Pr otein v alues w er e  d eter mined on the nitr ogen- fer tilized hay s and on the alf alfa-gr ass mix tur es. The fir st c utting is alw ay s c onsid er ably higher in pr otein, and cr ud e pr otein v alues in the fir st cr op r anged fr om 7 . 24 perc ent w ith no nitr ogen to 
Table 25. Influence of Nitrogen Fertilizer on Hay Yields of Grasses under Irrigation, Huron, 
1951  and 1952 
Hay Yields at 15% Moisture 
160 
No 40 Lbs. N. 80 Lbs. N. Lbs. N. 
Grass Year Nitrogen per Acre per Acre per Acre 
T./A. T./A. T./A. T./A. 
Alta fascl!e ---------------·------ 1951 0.23 0.64 0.92 1 .05 
1952 0.75 1 .50 2.62 3.45 
Russian wild rye -------------· 1951 0.22 0.67 0.85 1 . 1 9  
1952 0.73 1 .26 1.93 2.39 
Tall wheatgrass -------·------·- 1951 0.33 0.52 0.91 1 .07 
1952 1 .65 1 .72 2.45 3.36 
Crested wheatgrass ---------- 1951 0.34 0.82 1 . 1 7  1 .44 
1952 0.98 1 . 4 1  1 .54 2.66 
Ree wheatgrass - --------------- 1951 0.55 1 .29 1 .5 1  1 .83 
1952 1 .07 1 .75 2.07 3 . 15  
Smooth brome ----------------- 1951 0.57 1 .34 1 .87 1 .99 
1952 0.82 .J .29 1 .93 3.49 
Astoria bent ---------------------- 1952' 0.96 1 .4 1  1 .70 2.53 
Tall oatgrass -·-·---------------- 1952 0.94 1 .38 1 .63 2.60 
Creeping red fescue ---------- 1952 0.75 1 .7 1  2.22 3.97 
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Table 26. Yields of Hay Produced at Redfield by Six Grasses Under Irrigation with 
Three Levels of Soil Nitrogen and with Alfalfa, 1952-53 
Hay Yields at 15% Moisture:-c-..,.,,-..,,---, 
Number No 40 Lbs. N. BO.Lbs. N. Grass with 
Grass Year of Crops Nitrogen per Acre per Acre Alfalfa 
Lancaster brome ...... 1952 one 
1953 two 
Homesteader bromc .. 1952 one 
1953 two 
Ree wheatgrass ........ 1952 one 
1953 two 
Reed canary .............. 1952 one 
1953 two 
Orchard grass ............ 1952 one 
1953 two 
Tall oatgrass ·-··-···-· 1952 one 
1953 two 
23.0 percent with 160 pounds of ni­
trogen in the Huron experiment, 
and from 7. 71 percent with no nitro­
gen to 11 .32 p.ercent with 160 
pounds of nitrogen in the second 
cutting. 
Protein contents found in the 
variously fertilized grass hays and 
in the grass-alfalfa mixtures in the 
first cutting at Redfield in 1952 
varied considerably. They ranged 
from 10.7 percent in tall oat grass 
with no nitrogen fertilizer to 18.1 
percent in reed canary grass fertil­
ized with 80 pounds of nitrogen per 
T./A. T./A. T./A. T./A. 
0.38 0.82 0.97 1.88 
0.92 1.98 2.71 2.28 
0.42 1.04 1 .46 2.04 
1.00 2.19 2.85 3.45 
0.6 1 1.44 1 .59 2.03 
1 .39 2.61 2.95 3.44 
0.49 0.67 0.56 1.95 
1.57 2.26 2.94 3.03 
0.36 0.89 l .10 1.39 
l .18 1.77 2.62 2.66 
0.27 1.04 0.96 1.76 
0.98 2.06 2.8 8  2.38 
acre, and to 20.2 percent in the Lan­
caster brome-alfalfa mixture. 
On the basis of total pounds of 
protein produced per acre, the most 
economical protein is produced at 
the highest nitrogen fertilizer level, 
inasmuch as highest yields and high­
est protein J?ercentage result from 
this treatment. However, the grass­
alfalfa mixtures produced a greater 
total amount of protein per acre, in 
most cases, than the 80-pound nitro­
gen application, but not as much as 
160 pounds did in the Huron experi­
ment. 
Soybean Management 
The first soybean experiment was 
conducted on the Redfield farm in 
1952, the second in 1953. These tests 
were made to determine the yield 
potentialities of soybeans as affect­
ted by various moisture regimes, 
and to measure the effects of row 
spacing and plant populations. 
1952 Experiments: Two moisture 
levels were used in the experiment; 
half of the plots were provided with 
adequate moisture, the other half re­
ceived no irrigation. Beans were 
planted in rows 9, 18, and 36 inches 
apart, with plant spacings of 2, 3 
and 4 inches within the row. The 
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Table 27. Soybean Yields in a Moisture-Row Spacing-Planting Rate Experiment 
at Redfield, 1952 
Plant Spac· Row Spacing in Inches 
ing in Row 36 18 9 Average 
Moisture Treatment Inches Bu./A. Bu./A. Bu./A. Bu./A. 
Irrigated ---------------------- 4 29.8 44.2 36.6 36.9 
3 30.1 53.1 34.5 39.2 
2 30.9 46.6 33.9 37.1 
Average -------·-------·-------- 30.3 48.0 35.0 37.7 
Non-Irrigated -------------- 4 27.7 42.6 45.0 38.4 
3 26.7 40.7 30.8 32.7 
2 23.0 39.3 26. 1 29.5 
Average -------·------------ 25.8 40.9 33.9 33.5 
Over-all Average - - - --- 28.0 44.4 34.5 35.6 
Least significant difference (5%) for spacing, 4.7• 
Least significant difference (5%) for Moisture x Row Sp. x Pop., 1 1 .7-1' 
•Least significant difference (5%) means that only 5 times out of 100 the effect observed would be due to chance and 
not to treatment. Differences in yield of less than 4.7 bushels for spacing are not statistically significant. 
tDiffcrcnce in yield of less than 1 1 .7 bushels for Moisture x Row. Sp. x Pop. arc not statistically significant. 
beans were planted on recently 
plowed grass land on May 15 at a 
depth of Hf to 2 inches. The stand 
was later adjusted by thinning and 
some replanting. The irrigated 
plots received three irrigations dur­
ing the summer. The crop was har­
vested fully ripe on September 16. 
The yields obtained with the vari­
ous treatments are presented in 
Table 27. 
Soybeans planted in 18-inch rows 
gave greater yields than in either 
9-inch or 36-inch rows in all com­
binations of plant spacing and mois­
ture level, except for the 4-inch 
spacing in the 9-inch rows on the 
low moisture plots. On an over-all 
average, the 9-inch rows yielded 
better than the 36-inch rows. The 
results show that the row-width 
plant spacing combination found 
best under irrigation is not the op­
timum combination for non-irrigat­
ed conditions. The surprising lack 
of response of soybeans to irrigation 
in this experiment is attributed to 
the excellent physical condition of 
the soil and the fact that rainfall oc­
curred in June at the time of great­
est need. 
In undertaking another experi­
ment in 1953, with similar objec­
tives, it was hoped to confirm the 
conclusions drawn from the 1953 
work as well as to add to the infor­
mation already obtained. In this ex­
periment three moisture conditions 
were set up as follows : M0-no irri­
gation; M1-adequate irrigation to 
three weeks after first bloom, none 
thereafter; M2-adequate irrigation 
to maturity of crop. Three varieties 
were planted in 18- and 36-inch 
rows. The three variables ( moisture, 
varieties, and row spacing) appear­
ed in all combinations in each of six 
replications of the experiment. 
The soybeans were planted May 
19. Two of the varieties, Capital and 
Irrigation Research i11 James River Area 29 Ottowa Mandarin, were harv ested Sep tember 1 5; Blackhawk matured about fiv e day s later. M1 moisture treatment receiv ed one irrigation on July 27 . M2 receiv ed t,.v o ini ga­tions: July 2 2  and August 2 5 .  Both Cap ital and Black hawk ex­hibited a branching, sein i-decum­bent typ e  growth, whereas Ottowa :M andarin disp lay ed a m ore desir­able, erect, single - stem growth habit. The latter v ariety had a ten­dency to fruit closer to' the soil sur­face than either Cap ital or Black­hawk. Neither maturity nor the de­gree of lodging seemed to be infl u­enced by row sp acing or moisture treatment. Yields resulting from the v arious treatments are shown in Table 2 8. As seen in the table, moisture treatments M1 and M2 p roduced greater y ields than did M0• Signifi­cantly higher y ields were obtained on the 18-inch rows than on 36 -inch rows, with greater diff erences oc­curring for the Cap ital v ariety than f or Blackhawk, and Ottowa Mandar-
in falling between the two. This dif­ference in p erformance, ev idenced by the significant interaction be­tween v ariety and sp acing, p oints up the imp rov ed p erf ormance of Cap ital and Ottowa Mandarin on the 18- inch rows as comp ared to the 36 -inch rows. The y ields of the three v arieties \,V ere not significant­ly diff erent. On the basis of tl1 e two exp eri­ments, it is concluded that under irrigated conditions the greatest y ields can be obtained by p lanting in 18-inch rows with p lants about 3 / inches ap art within the rows. The � moisture supp ly should be kep t adequate throughout the dev elop­ment of th e  crop to insure maximum y ields. In a growing season shortened by early frost, later v arieties such as Blackhawk may not mature. It would, therefore, seem adv isable to use an earlier v ariety . Of the three v arieties tested, Ottowa M andarin had the most desirable characteris­tics for combining. 
Table 28. Soybean Yields in a Moisture-Row Spacing-Variety Experiment at Redfield, 1953 
Variety 
Capital Ottawa Mandarin Blackhawk 
IS"  Rows 36" Rows 1 8 "  Rows 36" Rows 1 8 "  Rows 36" Rows Average 
Moisture Treaunent Bu./A. Bu./A. Bu./A. Bu./A. 
Mo ---- - ------ - ----- 35.2 26.1 33.9 28.3 
M, ---------------------------- 36.6 28.1 34.8 27.8 
M, --------------------------- 37.8 29.4 37.5 28.7 
Average ------------------ 36.6 27.9 35.4 28.3 
Variety Average ------ 32.2 31.9 
Least significant difference (5%) for Moisture, J .6• 
Least significant difference (5%) for Var. x Sp., I .St 
Bu./A. Bu./A. 
30.4 26.6 
33.8 29.2 
34.4 31.3 
32.9 29.0 
31 .0 
Bu./A. 
30.1 
3 1.8 
33.2 
31.7 
•Least significant difference: (5%) means that only 5 times out of 100 the effect observed would be due to chance and 
not to treatment. Differences in yield for moisture of Jess than 1 .6 bushcsl arc statistically not significant. 
tDiffcrc:nccs in yield for Var. x Sp. of less than 1 .8  bushels arc statistically not significant. 
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Water Management 
Soil Moisture Depletion 
A
succESSFUL irrigation enterprise depends in part upon the irrigation management, which includes a knowledge of ( 1 )  the amount of water required by a particular crop, ( 2 )  at what de pth the soil profile water is used by specific plant s, and ( 3) the time this water should be suppli ed to the plants f or most economical and abundant production. 
I 
Crops n e e d a f airly definite ; amount of moisture during the growing season. They use it at rates which are not constant over any ex­tended period of time. Some crops , have a gradually increasing rate ' f rom planting time until the peak 
I u se period is reached, then a gradu-al decrease until harvest, while others use moisture more unif orm­ly all year. Different crops require water in varying amounts, f rom dif ­f erent soil depths and may have dif ­. f erent peak use periods. I n  the last f ew years, considerable research has been conducted at t he Redfield Development Farm with regard to irrigation efficiencies, use of moist� re by various crops, infil­
variations are a result of f ertility and weather differences, and dis­ease inf estation. Alf alf a data in the table show a consumptive use of about 2 3  inches. It should be kept in mind that 2 3  inches would be the require­ment up until the third cro p is har­vested. If , as in many years, a f ourth crop is possible, or late growth is de­sired f or keeping a hardy stand, an additional 4 to 5 inches of water would be consumed. The consumptive use figures in I this report can be considered accur­ate en ough f or most practical pur­poses in this area. Consumptive use I data f or other areas of South Dako-tration rates, and proper manage- ta are available.1 ment of irrigation water. Consumptive Use of Water The consumptive use of water ( water used by vegetative growth) by various crops was actually meas­ured and these figures plus the yield figures are given in Table 29 . The seasonal consumptive use remained nearly constant f rom year to year, but yields vari ed. This in­dicates that specific plants, at a cer-' ain location, use a definite quantity , f water regardless of other varia­'i bles which affect yield. The yield 
Profile Consumptive Use It is not only important to know how much water the plant uses, but where in the soil the plant obtains this moisture. In order to find this out, measurements were made at 1 -f oot intervals through a 4 -f oot pro­file f rom 19 51 ti ll 19 5 3. The 19 5 3  studies included a depth of 5 f eet. 
lLconard J. Eric, "Consumptive Use and Irrigation Re· 
quircrncnts of Crops in South Dakota,'' Brookings, 
South Dakota, USDA, Soil Conservation Service Re­
search, Division of Irrigation and \Yater Conservation 
1952. 
Leonard J. Erie and Nici A. Dimick, "Soil Moisture 
Depiction by Irrigated Crops Grown in South Dako­
ta," South Dakota Experiment Station Circular 105. 
1954. 
Irrigation Researcb in James R iver Area 31 ried out on fields hav ing slopes av ­eraging 3Jf inc hes per 10 0 f eet. Field irrigation effic ienc y is ex­pressed as the perc entage of irriga­tion water deliv ered to the f ield that 
Data in Table 30 indic ate that \ nearly 9 0  perc ent of the moisture used was c onsumed f rom the top 3 f eet, approximately 7 5  perc ent f rom the first 2 f eet, and ov er ha lf of the water used was f rom the top f oot. Only a small perc entage of the wa­ter used by c rops is taken f rom be­low 3 f eet. 
1 is av ailable in the soil f or use by the c rops. Av erage field irriga tion effi­c ienc ies c alc ulated f rom measure­ments made on 6 0  border s were 7 0  perc ent. Runoff water amounted to 15 perc ent, whic h indic at es that 15 perc ent of the wa ter was lost to deep perc olation and ev aporation. 
Field Irrigation Efficiency and Infiltrations During the past f our years v ari­ous measurements hav e been made of infiltrations, rates of adv anc e, ir­rigation • effic ienc ies, and proper strea ms of water on va rious widths of rows and borders. These meas­urements indic ate that rela tiv ely h igh irrigation effic ienc ies may be ac hiev ed on the B eotia silt loam soil. The irrigation tria ls were ca r-
Trials on 22-inc h sugar beet rows \ showed a 6 3  perc ent field irrigation effic ienc y. Runoff measure ments in­dic ated a loss in water of 20 per­c ent; thus 17 perc ent of the water was lost through ev apora tion and deep perc ola tion. Effic ienc y  trials on 36 -inc h rows, indic ated a runoff of 34 perc ent; thus a field irrigation 
Table 29. Consumptive Use of Water and Yield of Crops, Redfield, 1950 to 1953 
Consumptive Use(Inches) 
Crop Year Seasonalt Daily 
Alfalfa• ----------------- 1 950 2 1 .8 0.20 
1 95 1  20.5 0 . 19  
1 952  23 . 1  0.20 
'1953 23.6 0 . 17  
Dry beans .............. 1952 15.8 0 . 15  
1 953 17.0 0 . 1 7  
Corn ·················-····· 1 95 1  1 6.7 0 . 15  
1952 1 6.8 0 . 13  
1953 1 6.4 0 . 14  
Flax ----------------------- ·1 952 1 6.0 0 . 15 
1 953 1 4 .0 O . lf 
Potatoes ------------------ 1 950 1 5 .3 0 . 1  
195 1 15 .7 0 . 1 4  
1952 1 5 . 1  0 . 1 3  
1953 1 6.8 0 .15 
Soybeans ---------------- 1 952 1 5 .3 
1 953 1 6.0 0 . 1 4  
Sugar beets �------··-·· 195 1 24.7 0 . 18  
1 952 23.3 0 . 1 5  
1953 24.0 0 . 15  
Wheat ------------------- 1 953 1 6.3 0 . 18  
Yield 
if ct ' 6� 7{ 5 .88 T. ;f / . 4.93 T. f'J... .'J ct 6.74 T. 
k:' 5.40L t- (& 1354 Lbs. � I (,A 
1 
'1J9, ; 85 Bu.  
92 Bu.  
24.9 Bu. 
2 (4 Bu. 
51i6 Bu. 273 Bu. 
450 Bu. 
297 Bu. 
37.7 Bu. 
3 1 .7 Bu. 
24.7T 
19.6 T. 
15 .4 T. 
J\·/ . - 1 � , � ,t 
- 'l w - 1, t 'l-/ ; , q- I 
1 5,7 9-' r lt\- -1�\ .� 
--
l0 ,� ·"1 Jtt
---*·.1 
' / \4� 1--t  4)· . 
3 ! .3Bu. ---
•Consumptive use figures for alfalfa represent th::n moisture used during the growth of three h:1y crops, and not that 
used for the entire growing season. 
+Seasonal use divided by daily use equals the number of days used in determining the consumptive use figure 
(usually planting date to harvest date). 
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Table 30. Consumptive Use Derived From Each Foot of Soil Profile, Redfield, 195 1-53 
Percent of Moisture Used for Different Depths 
Year 
Crop 
Alfalfa ----------------- - ·195 1 
1952 
1953 
Dry beans ................ 1952 
1953 
Corn ------------------------ 195 1 
1952 
1953 
Flax ------------------------- 1952 
1953 
Potatoes ---------- - --- 1951  
1952 
1953 
Sugar beets -------------- 195 1 
1 952 
1953 
Wheat ---------------------- 1953 
efficiency of about 55 percent could 
'
be expected, assuming an 1 1-perc�nt 
water loss due to deep percolat10n 
and evaporation. 
Irrigation efficiencies are affected 
by length of run, size of irrigation 
stream, slope, compaction, crops, 
width of rows, skill of the irrigator 
and many other factors. Consider­
able variation can be expected 
among the many different irrigation 
enterprises. It would be reasonable 
to expect a field irrigation efficiency 
of 75 percent on borders, 70 percent 
on narrow rows with light irriga­
tions and a 50 percent on 36-inch 
I rows on soils in this region. Lower 
efficiencies may be expected on 
steeper slopes. 
Infiltration rates on the Beotia silt 
loams make these soils well adapted 
\ to relatively long runs. These soils 
have a high initial infiltration rate 
J 
which decreases to a relatively low 
final infiltration rate. The final infil-
0-1 1,2 2-3 3-4 4-5 
Feet Feet Feet Feet Feet 
54 23 1 6  7 
42 25 22 1 1  
47 23 1 8  9 3 
53  23  1 5  9 
57 22 13 8 0 
49 19 19  1 3  
44 25 20 1 1  --
58 23 1 2  5 2 
52 21 17  10  --
68 20 12  0 0 
69 1 3  1 1  7 
54 2 1  1 8  7 
52 20 15 9 4 
54 22 15  9 
52 25 15  8 
52 24 12 9 3 
56 2 1  1 3  9 
tration rate as determined from field 
measurements on 15 borders is 0.48 
of an inch per hour at the end of 10 
hoo�. / Ring infiltrometer measurements 
indicate that the first rn inches of ir­
rigation water will often penetrate 
the soil in less than one hour. The\ 
first one-half inch will penetrate in . 
approximately six minutes. Infiltra- · 
tion rates may vary between fields, I 
irrigations, and seasons; however, 
the infiltration rate trends indicate 
that the Beotia silt loam soils lend 
themselves very well to relatively 
high efficiencies and long runs. The 
maximum length of run, on areas of 
fairly flat topography will be limit­
ed by the size of the stream of water 
that a border or row will hold and 
control, rather than by the erosion 
limitations or infiltration rates. The 
erosion limitation would, however, 
be one of the main factors in con­
trolling the length of run on the 
steeper slopes. 
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Sprinkler Irrigation Efficiency 
A sprinkler irrigation experiment, 
utilizing different size sprinkler noz­
zles, was initiated at the Redfield 
Development Farm on alfalfa plots 
to determine field irrigation effi­
ciencies. This experiment was con­
ducted during the 1951 and 1952 
growing seasons. 
Wind velocity, relative humidity, 
application rate, temperature, and 
sunshine hours were considered to 
be the influencing factors. Measure­
ments were made of these factors 
and recorded. Standard recom­
mended practices, with regard to 
sprinkler spacing and operating 
pressures, were used to obtain the 
field irrigation efficiencies that are 
shown in Table 31. 
Inspection of the table reveals 
that the various factors have differ-
I 
ent degrees of influence on the field 
irrigation efficiency. The relative 
humidity of the air and the rate of 
water application have a greater ef-
ect than the wind velocity during 
the irrigation. Further analysis in-
( dicates that when high relative hu­
midity prevails, less irrigation water 
is lost. When the air temperature is 
low it minimizes the effect of low 
humidity, because air at low tem­
peratures has little capacity for ad-
J ded moisture, and t h e resultant 
evaporation rate from the sprinkled 
water will be low. Higher efficien- · 
cies will be experienced during 
periods of comparatively low tern-\ 
perature and high relative humidity. \ 
High application rates will de­
crease the detrimental effect of hot, 
dry, windy conditions. If the irriga­
tion field layout pennits, sprinkler 
systems should be so designed that 
the water application rate is as high 
as possible without causing surface 
runoff, because the application rate 
will influence the field irrigation ef­
ficiency. The higher the rate of wa­
ter application, the more efficient 
the application will be, provided it 
is not applied at such a high rate 
Table 31 .  Sprinkler Irrigation Field Application Efficiencies, Redfield, 1951 and '52* 
ApplicatJOn 
Relative Rate Temperature Sunshine Efficiencyt 
Wind M.P.H. Humidity % Inch/Hr. OF Hours % % 
2 .0 ------------------- 55 0.7 65 100 95 
1 0.0 -------------- - --- 75 0.7 70 50 90 
6.0 ----------------- 60 0.7 80 60 90 
5 .0  ------------------- 50 0.7 60 90 89 
6.0 ------------------- 35 0.7 75 50  88 
1 8 .0 ------------------ 40 0.7 80 80 84 
5.5 -----·-------------- 60 0.45 70 50 76 
14 .5 -------------------- 30 0.7 80 100 74 
7.5 ----- - ----------- 40 0.45 80 100 72 
19 .0 ----------- - ----- 30 0.7 90 100 68 
1 4.0 ------------------- 35 0.45 90 1 00 65 
•No runoff water occurred during irrigation, therefore, the water loss is accountable to either deep percolation 
and/or evaporation. 
tField irrigation efficiencies are arrayed. 
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that surface runoff occurs. 
Air movement or wind h a s a 
bearing on the amount of water lost. 
f However, it has a more detrimental 
distortion effect on the sprinkling 
pattern than on the actual water 
\ loss. To overcome the distortion of 
the sprinkling pattern, proper e­
quipment, such as adequate sprinkl-
er head, sprinkler spacings, proper 
management of distance of move, 
and pressures must be considered. 
The experiment showed that if an 
application rate of at least 0.7 of an \ 
inch per hour is used, it is reason-
able to expect that an average field 
irrigation efficiency of about 75 \ 
percent can be attained. 
Summary 
E
XTENSIVE RESEARCH on crop varieties, soil fertility and mangement, pas­
tures, and water management on irrigated and non-irrigated land has 
been carried on in the James River Area during the last five years. Most of 
the work was conducted at the Huron and Redfield Development Farms. 
The field crops investigated were 
small grains, corn, legumes and 
grasses. Fruit trees and vegetables 
were included in the trials conduct­
ed by the Horticulture Department. 
In order to find out what effect irri­
gation would have on pastures, con­
trolled pasture trials were run with 
native grass as well as with improv­
ed grass-legume pastures. 
Research concerning rotations, 
management of corn, sugar beets 
and soybeans, and grass and hay 
production was carried on by soil 
scientists. Also, at the Redfield Dev­
elopment Farm, work on irrigation 
efficiencies, use of moisture by var­
ious crops, infiltration rates and 
proper management of irrigation 
water was initiated. Small grain yield trials during the 
I period 1949 to 53 indicate that var-
ieties well adapted to dry-land con-
j ditions are generally also the best to grow under irrigation. Of the pre­
sent varieties, Lee spring wheat, 
Montcalm barley and Ajax oats 
were best under irrigation. Lodging 
may be a problem in irrigation; and 
\ 
production problems, such as get­
ting stands, maintaining good tilth, 
weed control and proper timing of 
water applications should be consid­
ered. Plant diseases are likely to in­
crease in severity and number un­
der irrigation, making their control 
by good farm practices, chemicals 
and the breeding of superior varie­
ties very important. Corn yield tests have shown that 
( generally the same hybrids have 
performed well on both irrigated 
and non-irrigated soil. Among the 
better ones were Pioneer 377 A, So­
kota 220, Sokota 400, Sokota 224, 
S. Dak. Exptl. 9, Funk's G-lA, and 
Kingscrost KS6. In most years, irri­
gation hastened maturity slightly. 
In the forage strain trials it was 
found that irrigation resulted in in­
creased plant vigor and yield for 
alfalfa. The leaf and stem diseases 
of alfalfa were severe under both 
the irrigation and dry-land condit­
ions. Irrigation has brought about 
Irrigation Researcb in James River Area 35 no marked changes in relative per­formance of strains with respect to such characteristics as dormancy, quality of forage, flower and seed production. From tests seeded on the irrga-tion farms it was found that the eas-
\ iest grass to establish was smooth bromegrass and that the highest yielding grasses were Ree wheat­grass, Homesteader brome a n d ' Reed canary grass. A number of horticultural crops grown in plots at Redfield appear to offer commercial possibilities for intensive cultivation of irrigated land. Promising vegetable crops have already been tried success­fully in the area. The problem of wind protection is one that is now being studied, since it was found to be an important yield factor. Potato yields responded sharply with fer­tilizer applications, particularly ni­trogen. A 5-year summary of the pasture 
experiments revealed that native pastures in the Huron area averag­ed 96 pounds of beef per acre. The 
improved grass-legume pasture on non-irrigated land averaged 296 pounds of beef per acre. The aver� age of all irrigated grass-legum pastures was 372 pounds of beef pe1 acre. 
Soil management experiments with the major field crops conduct­ed in the period 1949 to 1953 have shown the need of the combined usage of all good cultural practices for maximum yields. Rota t i o n s must include legumes, or large amounts of nitrogen fertilizer will' be required. Adequate plant popu- \ lations, row spacings, fertility, and moisture conditions must prevail for maximum performance of row crops such as corn, soybeans, sugar beets, and potatoes. Grasses must have nitrogen applications of ap­proximately 80 pounds per acre per year to produce good seed and hay yields. When used for forage only, grass-alfalfa mixtures will equal heavily fertilized grasses s o w n alone. Research in water 11ia11agement indicated that nearly 90 percent of 
Sprinkler irrigation at Redfield 
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the moisture used by crops grown 
under irrigation at Redfield is ex­
tracted from the top 3 feet, approxi­
mately 75 percent from the first 2 
feet and over 50 percent from the 
top foot. Since 90 percent of the 
moisture is used from the top 3 feet 
the aim of the irrigator should be to 
apply enough water to bring the 3 
feet to field capacity. 
With sprinkler irrigation, if stan­
dard recommended practices are 
used, it is reasonable to expect that 
an average field irrigation efficiency 
of about 75 percent can be attained. 
The relative humidity, rate of water 
application, wind, and air tempera­
ture while irrigating will have an 
influence on the field irrigation ef­
ficiency. 
It would be reasonable to expect, 
on a Beotia silt loam under gravity 
irrigation, with careful irrigation 
practices, a field irrigation efficiency 
of 75 percent on borders, 70 percent 
on narrow rows with light irriga­
tions and 50 percent on 36-inch 
View of part of rotation experimental 
plots at Redfield 
rows. Efficiencies on all methods of 
gravity irrigation can be improved 
by utilizing cut back streams. Low­
er efficiencies may be expected on 
steeper slopes. 
This 5-year progress report will 
provide a basis for better under­
standing of the problems involved 
in irrigation in this area. 
